
What It Is

� The ACONE is a complete audio controller. It offers
the well-conceived PowerMax crossover function
along with the expanded capacity of EV’s patented
LPN (Low-Frequency Acceleration) filter for
enhanced bass. You'll also find low-frequency system
control and protection, as well as a three-way EQ.

Who’s Interested

� DJs who want huge bottom end.

� Bands who need more punch and performance
from their system.

� Acoustic acts running a small portable system that
needs enhancement.

Key Selling Point

� The ACONE allows you to set up and dial in your
system quick and easy. On a price/performance
basis, it is an incredible value.

No-Bull Benefits

� Designed to pull amazing bass impact from your
biamped system!

� Dial in according to your taste—ultimate boom
or punch!

� Three-way EQ control allows you to deliver clean
mids and brilliant highs as well!

� Dial out sub-bass distortion with variable low-
cut filter!

� In a single RU, you get state-of-the-art signal
processing!

Frequently Asked Questions

� Q: “Is this thing more than a crossover?” A: Yes!
This is an advanced design crossover that incorpo-
rates the PowerMax function and LPN filter, which
pre-accelerates the audio signal.

� Q: “I'm moving more into pro-level gear. Are the
connectors balanced?” A: Yes! This unit is fully bal-
anced: ins, outs, and direct outs.

� Q: “I'm usually in a hurry once I get to the gig. Is
this piece easy to set up?” A: Yes! Hookup, routing
and operation are simple and intuitive.

� Q: “Can't I just buy a $200 crossover and get the
same results?” A: No way! Conventional crossovers
cannot duplicate the performance of the ACONE.

Competition

� This is a unique product! Your ACONE will outper-
form traditional-format crossovers, which do not
have advanced signal processing or the LPN filter.

� The ACONE is not like Aphex or BBE products
you may be familiar with.

Use With These Fine EV Products

� Sx80s (with Sx80SMs on 100BK stands), Sb121s,
and Q44/Force amps

� Sx500s, Sb180s, and Q66/Eliminator amps

� Eliminators, Eliminator kWs, and the
Q66/Eliminator and P2000 amps

� M-Series mixers

ACONE

Audio Controller

HOT LIST

Microphones
and Wireless

N/D267a
N/D767a
Co5
R-100 Wireless
N/DYM Wireless
FMR-10 Wireless
SoundMate

Electronics
DX38
ACONE
DN360
Venice 160
Venice 240
Venice 320
CPS-1
CPS-2
CPS-2T

Speakers
SX
Sx80
Sx100+
Sx300

EVID
EVID 3.2
EVID 3.2t
EVID 4.2
EVID 4.2t
EVID 6.2
EVID 6.2t
EVID 12.1

Eliminator
Eliminator i
Eliminator ii
Eliminator i Sub
Eliminator kW

QRx 
QRx 112
QRx 115
QRx 118S
QRx 212
QRx 218S

Intercom
BTR-800


